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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There are undoubtedly many factors which influence the adjustment 
o£ the child to the experience of a physical handicap. Such factors 
may include traumatic experiences in relation to the illness, realistic 
limitation o£ abilities, being considered defective to some degree b.r 
others, as well as broken homes, and other overt and subtle influences 
in the environment. It is felt, however, that o£ prime importance is 
the child's relationship with his parents. A survey or the literature 
on children's problems, as well as those o£ physically handicapped 
children especially, has substantiated this assumption. 
A. Purpose o£ the study 
The purpose of this study is to study the backgrounds of the mothers 
of eight handicapped children; to study their attitudes towards their 
children, and to see if their attitudes influenced the adjustment o£ the 
child to his handicap. 
The ordinary problems in these mother-child relationships will be 
described, and indications given o£ haw the child's handicap complicates 
these problems, b.Y touching off latent feelings within these relation-
ships. 
The maternal attitudes will be determined, towards these eight 
physically handicapped children, who have been referred for behavioral 
difficulties, which include faulty adjustment to a physical handicap. 
The referrals were made by doctor or parent to the Worcester Youth 
Guidance Center. 
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The general questions which the writer hopes this study will 
answer are: 
1. What are the predominant attitudes which the mothers 
have towards the children? 
2. What are the personalities, and emotional backgrounds, 
generally of these mothers? 
3. What was the relationship between the child's adjustment 
to his handicap, and the maternal attitude? 
B. Scope and limitations 
This study will be limited to the mother-child relationships, and 
also to those cases which were referred b.1 parents and doctors. 
The original data were taken from recorded interviews with the 
mother, and therefore one must allow for a high degree of subjectivity 
in what the mother tells the worker about her earlier life experiences, 
marital adjustment, and problems which the child does present at home. 
All the cases of handicapped children were chosen which were open 
duri~g the months of October 1953 to March 1954 at the Worcester Youth 
Guidance Center. Cases closed between 1949 and 1953 were also chosen if 
they met the criteria for selection. Eight cases met the criteria for 
this study. These were obtained from the intake book at the Center, and 
from perusal of the active files. 
Acceptable cases indicated that the child presented a behavior 
problem which related some to the total experience of a physical handicap, 
which included the experience of illness. The child had to be living 
~I 
with own mother, and there had to be at least an intake interview recorded,! 
in which there was sufficient data to answer the general questions. · 
Another criteria for selection was that already established by the 
policy of the clinic with regard to accepting handicapped children for 
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adjustment from treatment; In short that the emotional factors around the 
handicap rather than the severit,y of the handicap, the realit,y of the 
limitation or disfiguration of it, is primary. Further, realistic 
factors around the care of the handicap, medical expenses, exercises, 
trips to clinics, appliances, should likewise not be prohibitive of 
adequate adjustment. With concrete realities such as these, then, the 
emotional factors around them, rather than their realistic requirements, 
were primary, for this study. 
This leads to another limitation of this study, that of the lack 
of detailed material concerning the specific factor of the handicap, due 
to lack of information about this in the case records themselves. It is 
realized that the emotional aspects of the handicap have limited 
consideration without fuller detail of the very concrete problems with 
which the mother and child are faced, and without being better related 
to specific facts, such as degree of deformity, and limitation of 
II 
I 
activity, need for special hone treatment, medical expenses, activity, etc. li 
However, as much information about this was given, as was found in 
the case records, most of it being touched on in a general sense. It was 
emphasized most when it was clear in the case material that the mother's 
attitude was influenced to a high degree, b,y these reality factors, of 
the handicap. 
There is one case which was used which did not completely neet two 
criteria stated, in that it was a diagnostic study, and criteria for 
clinic treatment was not applied directly to it, and further it was felt 
- -_- -=-- ---=-~~===-======~ - -
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/ that severit,y of the handicap was an outstanding factor in adjustment. 
However, since there were important emotional factors involved for the 
child, particularly having to do with the maternal attitude, the case was 
used, for that reason. 
The reasonw~ the criteria for selection were set for physical 
handicaps, rather than those or probable psychosomatic origin, according 
to the literature, is that the etiology of these are primarily pbysio-
logical, which make it better possible to estimate the realistic 
limitation, and provides a basis for grouping the investigation. 
c. Method or procedure 
Material was gathered from the face sheet, from workers' and 
psychologists' and psychiatrists' impressions of the mother, from avail-
able diagnostic summaries, and from information in the record. A schedule 
was used to obtain essential data, and this may be found in the appendix 
or this study. 
The results of the study will be interpreted with caution, due to 
the method, the small sample, and the lack of control group. Cases were 
not selected on a random basis, as data were selected from one agency 
only, which means they were subject to agency function and policy. 
This study is primarily qualitative, and evaluative of the eight 
cases in it. 
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Background and function 
CHAPTER II 
SETTING OF THE STUDY 
The Worcester Youth Guidance Center began as an outpatient clinic 
of a state hospital. The Worcester State Hospital's Mental HYgiene 
Clinic for children was established in 1921. The details of its history 
II 
are not relevant to this study, except for the note that through the years II 
it grew from a service that was largely advice giving, to a modern psy-
chiatric clinic for children, with a dual focus. While its major 
function is in direct treatment services for children, there has been a 
widening scope with special services for the schools and other agencies, 
community consultation and education of various sorts, and a major 
emphasis on the training of psychiatrists, psychologists, and social 
workers. 
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The clinic's philosophy is rooted in Freudian theory. Helen Witmer, , 
II 
writing on clinics with this philosophy, describes it as a way of 1J 
functioning which believes that parents• attitudes toward their children I
I 
are deeply rooted in their own early experiences, serve purposes and have 
need only an educational approach, most who bring their children to 
clinics need the development of understanding of their own problems, and 
personal modes of behavior. The problem of case workers, who are 
1 Helen Witmer, Social Work, p. 464 
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generally the staff members who deu with parents, is seen as one of 
II finding nethods that can effect real alterations of feeling. 
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The child is regarded as the patient. While it is most usual for 
the child's therapist to be a psychiatrist, the Worcester clinic 
practices the belief that the appraisal of a child's needs often indicates 
that a therapist for him can be best drawn from psychology or case work. 
Age, sex and special characteristics or skills of the individual staff 
member are the factors taken into consideration in relation to the child1 s 
needs at a given time. It is not unusual for a change in therapists to 
1 
taka place at some point in traatm:mt when the child 1 s growth or other 
change indicates the need for this. 
The large majorit.y of cases are those in which the participants 
seek and desire the clinic's help. If the active participation of the 
I 
parent is seen as essential to good therapeutic results, which is usually I! 
so, this is a requirement of treatment. Similarly, the clinic does not 
attempt to treat children whose environments appear to negate therapeutic 
efforts. The same estimate is made in cases of mental deficiency and 
organic disease. These estimates can sometimes be made at intake, but 
often are made only after a period of trial. 
The clinic uses no formal category of treatment goals. However, 
therapeutic planning case by case indicates that by and large limitation 
of the treatment goal is implicit in the way the clinic functions. Every 
case is viewed from the standpoint of the maximum service the clinic can 
hope to give, measured in terms of its own resources, and the personal 
and environmental possibilities of the patient. 
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Procedure 
In the intake interviews, the key person in the child's environ-
li 
II 
It is usually the mother who 
I
ll .uent is seen usually by a case worker. 
participates at intake. Here the focus is on understanding how she sees 
I the child's difficulty, the reasons for it, the family setting and back-
ground material, and how she hopes the clinic may be able to help. Here, 
ji too, she is given some interpretation of the clinic's function and method 
II 
II 
of procedure. An intake conference reviews this material and recommends 
II treatment or further diagnostic study prior to a decision. Sometimes, 
II 
I 
a case is refused or referred at this point. If diagnostic study is 
recommended, it usually includes some psychological appraisal of the 
I 
II 
-
child and further interviews with the mother and possibly other fami~ 
., 
I 
At the point where treatment is recommended, it usually becomes members. 
the duty of the case worker to help the parent understand the inevitable 
and realistic need for a waiting period. Some very urgent matters are 
treated immediately. 
After treatment begins, the clinic's procedures are aimed at giving 
the individual workers and therapists the maximum collective support in 
evaluating progress and in planning therapy and case work treatment. An 
evaluation conference is held at the end of six weeks, at which time the 
worker and therapist write reports which are studied and later discussed 
with them, at a conference attended b.Y them and their supervisors, 
a psychiatrist and a psychologist, who are usually the heads of both 
departments. Follow up evaluation studies are made every three months 
I 
I I: is threatened, or a discharge is about to be recommended. 
and may be made on call if desired as, for instance, when a withdrawal 
~ 
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The use of a structured relationship is a cornerstone of clinic 
procedure. An effort is made to see children and parents weekly at a 
regular time for fifty minute sessions. Much emphasis is placed with 
both on confidentialit,y, and the need for respecting the privacy of the 
otm r. Children are usually seen in playrooms, and those who work with 
children are given specific guidance in the use of play therapy techniques. ! 
Considerable emphasis is placed on the full recording of material, I 
and in general, interviews with children and parents are recorded session 
by session. This material thus lends itself to study and review. This 
is a major emphasis of the agency which has two weekly professional 
meetings, one on the theoretical material, and one for the detailed study 
of case material. 
--- -- ----------
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CHAPTER III 
SELECTIONS FROM THE EITERATURE 
In the literature, the problem of what the maternal attitudes are 
towards handicapped children, and how they have affected the child's 
adjustment to being handicapped has not been explicitly or extensively 
investigated. However, there are a few statements on this which will be 
reviewed. In general the literature has been in terms of reactions 
commonly held by handicapped people, and the determinants of these 
reactions. 
These determinants may be thought of on several levels; some of 
them are the socio-cultural determinants, and then .there are familial 
determinants, and the mother-child relation within this, is what the 
writer feels to be the most basic determinant. Physical determinants 
have importance too, particularly in the extremes. Data from various 
levels, then, will be included here, not only to give a perspective of 
what is significant for adjustment to a handicap, but also to help 
evaluate factors significant to the formation of maternal attitudes, 
somewhat other than, as well as including, the mother's familial 
experience. 
Soden1 has listed a few commonly held societal attitudes towards 
the handicapped, such as fear and loathing, resulting in exclusion of 
handicapped from social intercourse, unfavorable reactions of employers 
resulting in the resistance to employing disabled; societal attitudes 
then are powerful influences which "may tend to develop feelings of 
anxiety, resentment, depression, and frustration in the handicapped 
1 S~d~n, Rehabilitation of the Handicapped, pp.J69-~~ -
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individual. These reactions further complicate personality distortion•. I 
As for the effects of the illness and of the disability, Soden2 
has some remarks about this from studies which he has reviewed. While 
the duration of disability is a factor in adjustment, it was found to be 
a relatively unimportant one. Also, some experimenters found that the 
nature of the disability is alsQ relatively unimportant. It was reported 
that emotional disturbances have been related to the difficult hospital-
ization experiences had by the disabled or handicapped. 
Soden 3 reports some difference of opinion as to the effect of the 
severity of the handicap on the personality of the individual. Some 
studies indicated that the most poorly adjusted were the most severely 
handicapped, while several others found that seTerity of reaction is 
independent of severity of the handicap. There was still a third hypo-
thesis about this, which was the concept of marginality. There are those 
individuals who are severely disabled, and because of the reality factors 
the adjustment is easier. There are others whose disabilities are not 
extreme, but yet th~ are not entirely normal, which places these people 
on a margin between two forces, or two areas. It has been found that 
this marginalit.Y makes for conflict in maladjustment. Too, the previous 
personality pattern acts also as a determinant of the maladjustment 
having to do with a handicap; also, the previous family pattern of 
treating the individual. Both Sodeb and Barker5 cite results of studies 
77, ' 
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of effects of parental attitudes upon child's adjustment to a handicap. !I 
Some of these state that the parents of a crippled child are more prone 
to overprotect or reject him, or to do both. The child's difficulties 
arise from these attitudes. Undesirable behavior is an attempt to retain 
a privileged position, or to obtain emotional acceptance .from the parent. 
Proneness of the parent to act in these ways arises .from genuine sympathy,, 
feelings of guilt at having produced a defective child, resentment at 
trouble the child causes around feelings about being the parent of a 
defective child. These give rise to inconsistent, conflicting behavior 
on part of parents. 
Attitudes of parents tend towards extremes and center about follow-
ing patterns: oversolicitude; rejection, pressing for accomplishments 
beyond child's abilities; inconsistency. Overprotection is more frequent 
than rejection. The speculation is that oversolicitousness masks deep, 
inadmissable hostile attitudes. Examples were given showing how a 
parent's unsolved problems determined the attitude towards handicapped 
child; and, that oTersolicitude of parents of the handicapped are some-
times attributable to feelings of responsibility and guilt for disability. 
Some theories concerning unconscious mechanisms of fear and avoidance of 
handicapped, were these: Belief that physical distortion is a punishment 
for evil, and that this can lead to expectations of n.rious acts .from the 
handicapped. There is also, a projection of one's own unacceptable desires 
upon handicapped, hence he is evil. 
To summarize, generally three sorts of attitudes of parents were 
found towards their handicapped child, and that these attitudes are the 
most important source of maladjustment. These are: Inconsistent behavior 
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with necessar,y provisions for physical care, together with resentment of 
the burden this entails, overprotection of the child, and outright 
rejection of the child. The first two attitudes were most frequently 
found. Desirable behavior is described as realistic acceptance of the 
child's limitations, wi~h sufficient care and affection to provide 
security for the child, but not so 1111ch as to give rise to emotional 
dependency6• 
Barker7 describes one of the problems focused in handicapped indi-
viduals as resol.ving the contradiction involving desire to achieve inde-
pendence, and yet requiring help that others do not need. Too, he 
describes the adjustment process as •acceptance of loss• without self 
devaluation. Further theories concerning the meaning and effect of a 
physical handicap were that even the most serious disability does not 
necessarily result in a distorted personality, but that some factors in 
to establish which combination of factors are most important in mother-
child relationships. It can be that the unconscious factors are more 
important determinants than the conscious factors in adjustment of the 
I 
handi capped. There seems at present no other way to explain how two 
individuals of superficially similar backgrounds, and with social sit-
uations that are almost identical, can respond in opposite w~s to their 
physical disabilities8. 
6 
7 
8 
Barker, Ibid., p. 67 
Barker, Ibid:, pp. 79, 82, 86, 87 
of the 
Powers, and others, •Mother-Child Relationships in Rehabilitat-
Physically Disabled," Social Casework, 32: 261, June 1951. 11 
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From literature then, we have reviewed the maternal attitudes. 
We have examined in a general way their genesis, societal and personal, 
and we have seen to some extent the effects of the attitudes on the 
adjustment of the physically handicapped child. 
We have also examined common problems of adjustment for the handi-
capped child, with regard to the interplay of his disability and his 
familial environment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES - A GEN-
ERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASES STUDIED 
In the eight cases used in this study, there were four boys and 
four girls. Seven of these were referred by doctors, two by private 
doctors, and four from o.p.d. Cerebral Palsy Clinic. One case was 
referred from a hospital some distance away, and one case was referred 
by the mother. 
In five cases the doctor felt that the major treatment needed was 
with the mother-child relationship. In two cases the doctor felt that 
p~sical treatment was much impeded by the child 1s behavioral difficulties 
and qy the mother's handling. 
The ages of the children ranged from three to twelve. In three 
cases the child was the only one in the family; in three cases the child 
" 
was the older of two, and in two cases the child was the younger of two. 
In none of the cases were there more than two children in the family. 
The effects of the ordinal position in the family may play a role 
in the child1s adjustment to his handicap, but this subject is beyond the 
scope of this study. When the marital status of these children's parents 
was examined, it was found that all of these children had parents who were 
living together. In all cases it was the first marriage for both parents. 'I 
I 
It was of interest to find, in considering the makeup of the families II 
from which these children came, that in six cases there had been present, 
1 
during some period of the child's life, extraneous members of the family 
unit, such as grandparents and aunts. Again, though, it is beyond the 
scope of this study to ascertain the specific role which these persons 
14 
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J, played, except where it is clear in the case material that the mother's 
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attitude toward the child was influenced to a high degree qy the 
presence of these additional members of the family in the child's 
environment. 
The mother's problems of relationship with her child may be 
affected qy the degree of economic securit.y in the family. Thus a 
mother Who has deep concern over how she is going to meet her child's 
physical needs may be oversolicitous of the child, or, on the other hand, 
she may reject the child because she feels him to be a burden. In view 
of these considerations, the writer took notice of the economic status 
of the family of these children, in terms of its being marginal or 
dependent, adequate or affluent. One of the families was found to be 
living on a marginal leTel, seven were felt to have adequate incomes. 
The writer also felt it important to list the types of handicaps 
of the cases in this stu~, to give an idea of those dealt with here, 
and also giving a better picture of the problems towards which the 
writer is studying the maternal attitudes. The time of onset of the 
child's handicap is also thought to be a significant factor to be listed 
clearly here, because a birth injury, or a handicap developing later in 
childhood might have somewhat different significance for the mother, 
and different significance for the child. 
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TABLE I 
PHYSICAL HANDICAP, ACCORDING TO MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS, 
AND THE TIME OF ONSET 
Type of Handicap Number of Children Time of Onset 
Cerebral Palsy 5 Birth 
Arthritis 1 Three Years 
Polio 1 Four Years 
Club Foot 1 Birth 
Total 8 
The relation between the time of onset and the maternal attitudes 
as found in this stud7 also might be significant, and again, this was 
specifically evaluated in those cases where the maternal attitude was 
thought to be strongly influenced by this. 
From Table I it is shown that six of the cases in this study 
involved children at birth, and that fiTe of these were from cerebral 
palsy. Doctors are still indefinite about the cause of cerebral palsy 
for a particular case. Of the six cases where handicaps were from birth 
on, half of the mothers showed attitudes of overprotection with 
rejection, two showed rejection, and one showed overprotection. In the 
post-birth handicaps, of which there were two cases, one of the mothers 
showed overprotection with rejection, and the other showed rejection. 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF MALFORMATIONS 
'!Ype of Malformation No! of Cases 
1. One leg only 1 
2. One leg and one hand 2 
.3. Tiro legs .3 
4. Two legs and one hand 2 
5. Facial Paralysis 1 
6. Speech Impairment 2 
Total No. Cases 11 
Table II shows the types of malformations, parts of the body 
affected, of these eight children. We see that eight out of eleven 
instances of parts of the body affected, were limbs. More detailed 
information about the limitations of these limbs is given in the case 
studies themselves. 
II 
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CHAPTERV 
CASE PRESENTATION AND EVALUATION 
A. General Description 
The ~mptomatology which ~ of these children presented is 
suggestive of the child whom Hamilton1 has described as the anxious 
or psychoneurotic child, in contrast to the acting out child. Symptoms 
such as fearfulness, excessive dependence on mother, nervousness, with-
drawal, sleeping disturbance, enuresis, all of which there was a high 
incidence of cases in this study are indicative of anxiety. The incidence/, 
I 
of symptoms is presented i n Table III. 
TABLE III 
PROBLEMS AS REVEALED BY THE MOTHERS 
Proble:rJS at hone 
1. Immaturity 
2. Fearfulness 
3. Excessive Dependence on Mother 
4. Nervousness 
5. Disciplinary 
6. Sibling Jealousy 
1. Sleeping Disturbance 
8. Withdrawal 
9. Enuresis 
10. Hypersensitivity 
11. Temper Tantrums 
12. Destructiveness 
13. Overdemanding of Own Abilities 
14. Somatic Complaints 
15. Thumbsucking 
16. Feeding Problems 
17. Stealing 
18. Hyperaggressive 
No. of Cases 
7 
7 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
Total No. of Cases 72 
1 Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy and Cliild Guidance, pp.45-69 
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Hamilton2 also says that the anxious child can, and often does, 
manifest aggressive behavior too, but it is usually in the form of over-
compensation for deep feelings of inadequacy. 
Withdrawal behavior, and anxious aggressive behavior were the two 
main types found in this study, as described in the above table. From 
examination of the case material, it was found that with handicapped 
children these patterns indicate usually a denial of, or else a capital-
ization on their handicaps. These patterns were also found in the 
literature. 
There is also an overlap of these patterns within a particular 
instance. Disciplinary problems, byperaggression, sibling jealousy, 
fearfulness, overdemanding of own abilities, destructiveness and tantrums 
were types of problems which related more to an aggressive, denial type 
of response to the handicap. 
Immaturity, fearfulness, dependence on the mother, withdrawal, 
thumbsucking, related more to a response of capitalization on the 
handicap. 
B. Case Presentation 
Cases will be presented by groups, according to the predominant 
maternal attitudes, described in Chapter III. The demonstration of these 
cases will v~ a little with regard to emphasis in answering the 
I 
general questions. Different cases lend themselves to different emphases. 
1 
1. Overprotection with Rejection - Cases A, B, G and D 
The following four cases show overprotection with rejection. The 
first two of these, cases A and B, concern two boys who denied their 
handicaps out of a fear of damage and inadequacy with regard to their 
19 
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maseulini~. The maternal attitudes played into the boys 1 problems 
in similar ways, but in the former ease the element of rejection is 
greater; as for the maternal backgrounds the deprivation in the former 
case is correspondingly greater. 
The first case lends itself to a more detailed presentation of case 
material, while the second lends itself better to summary style. 
Case A. 
D~ is 9 years old, an only child who was adopted b.1 his 
present parents at the age of 1 year. He was born with a club 
foot which was corrected by surgery by the age of 5. He is 
supposed to wear a brace on his foot at night, but he is 
rebellious about this. He walks fairly much like other young-
sters, and awkwardness shows mostly when standing in certain 
positions. 
His mother has him wear special high shoes, but later it was 
found that these could be dispensed with for regular oxfords 
provided that D. did some daily exercises instead, which he 
preferred. Although his balance is alright, sometimes he 
falls down "just to be fumy•. 
At home D. is destructive and hyperactive, destructive of toys 
and household articles, and in company he is noisy and tries to 
attract attention. He has nightmares about snakes, and has other 
fears so that he needs comforting. About his interviews at 
the clinic, it was stated that D. 1s control of impulses is 
restrictive and forbidding. He moves and speaks in a rigid, 
constrained manner, and when he does allow himself to be more 
impulsive, destructive behavior usually results. 
At home D. hates to be told anything, but is slow to get 
started, and so mother usually has to help get things started 
with him. He is also acquisitiTe, and hoards food and knives. 
He is considered able at school, but is too anxious there to 
apply himself. 
Eiving in the country, he does not have many playmates; with 
other children he presents himself as fearless, bold, and 
outgoing. With them, also, D. is bossy, quarrelsome, brags, 
and is inclined to be protective of younger children. Mother 
s~s that D. feels inferior and covers this by showing off. 
He wants to compete with other boys, but feels inadequaiB to 
do so. He steals from the parents in order to compete, trade, 
and buy from other children, and to show them how much he has, 1 ~ ~-~~' ~~-~~"-~ =-~~ -=---- = =--=-
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since he actually doubts this. Realistically, he gets more 
of these material things from his parents than do the other 
children. In particular, he lacks initiative to compete 
with other chilren in sports. When he tries sports alone, 
his mother will s~ it is too dangerous, or will want to 
be with him at this time. 
D. says he feels picked on at home and in school. He feels 
this way at home when his mother disciplines him, as in 
picking up his clothes. At school, he cannot relate to the 
other children unless he can be boss. He often remarks that 
other children can do this or that, or that "they have every-
thing• . 
His mother shows an exaggerated concern and control over his 
activities, measuring his activities and responsibilities 
carefully. She s~s that she isn't going to blame all his 
behavior on his handicap, but also that she isn't giving the 
idea it could be used for an excuse. Mother denies, on one 
hand, that his handicap limits him, but then says that his 
foot makes him slower to learn things like other children, 
as in sports. She says his handicap is a bother, in his 
unwillingness to do his exercises, and in having to padlock 
his brace at night, to make him wear it. She always found 
these a struggle with him. At other times mother would say 
that the handicap was "more of a challenge". "No one would 
notice he had a club foot if he walked on his heels". ''We 
want to have it as it there were nothirig wrong". Later, in 
treatment at the clinic mother decided that she should let 
D. do more things for himself. Mother wants him to excel 
in activities like sports, with other boys, but D. does not 
excel; he only brags. Mother finds bragging hard to take and 
sees other children find him hard to take. 
MOther does not consider D. 1s handicap as a factor in 
influencing their decision to adopt D. On the other hand, 
she says they ''didn't want a perfect baby because we might 
have had amongst our own, one with something wrong•. Mother 
says she was never so short tempered as since she's had D., 
and directly recalled her anger at her own father, with whom 
she had cried because she couldn't retaliate against him. 
When D. was three mother had sacroiliac trouble from carrying 
D. around, and so she left him with a neighbor while she and 
Mr. A. went on a trip to Florida. She speaks of' a constant 
struggle with D., as even before he went to school he was 
nervous, and always needed someone to help him. 
At several points Mrs. A. has likened her own childhood to 
D.'s saying, "of course I never felt I had much either as a 
child". She too had few friends, one, throughout her entire 
childhood. She too, remembered stealing as a child. 
-- - --=--- ==- ~ 
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Mrs. A. wants both her husband and D. to be neater; she 
said her husband would have to be neater if he wants D. 
to be this way. She handles husband and son in the same 
way in matters of household discipline. 
As a child Mrs. A. felt she was shy; she feared being 
ignored, and feared approaching people. At other times 
she bursts out at people in anger, and says she acts bold 
to cover up being scared. Actually a hostile, dependent 
person, she is sarcastic so that "people are afraid of me""; 
or she is excessively controlled, and feels she is "a stick 
in the mud•. She feels as if in a struggle, "sick of ley'Self11 , 
and resolves this by contemplating or carrying out escape, 
by taking trips. Mrs. A. '"could not get married '• until she 
was forty. Having a eysterectoii\Y after marriage, they 
adopted D. after one year of marriage. She talks of having 
wanted a girl, and how hurriedly D. was placed with them. 
Mrs. A.'s father was a stern, pecunious, punishing man, who 
was a rejecting person toward whom Mrs. A. recalled feelings 
of awe, fear and helpless rage. In efforts to please her 
parents she tried to conform and achieve (she was a college 
graduate), but her parents did not reward her efforts. 
Mrs. A. is hostile to mother figures; she describes a 
dependent attachment to her mother who was an intellectual, 
hostile, rigid woman, who never supported Mrs. A. in gaining 
common feminine satisfactions, like prett,y clothes, dancing 
school and social contacts. 
She had one brother older than she, who was favored by the 
parents. 
Case Evaluation 
Danny regards himself as an inferior person, much because of the 
repressive and rejecting atmosphere in which he lives. His handicap 
has played a part in convineing, or in serving as an affirmation to D. 
that he is inferior, and also it has influenced his familial environ-
m:lnt into furtb9r treating him. as if there were something Wwrong11 
with him. 
D. compensates for feeling inferior by verbally exaggerating his 
abilities. He denied his inability to perform by a mis-evaluation of 
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handicap is fought against (the wearing of the brace), and denied, 
because it is associated with his feelings of inferiority. Further, 
Danny is forced into self-deception, to prevent his being overwhelmed 
by his feelings of failure. He cannot now, evaluate realistically, 
his own material possessions, as well as his own achievements, hence 
his bragging and stealing. 
The careful guarding of D.'s activities, the repressive sense 
of this, has forced upon him a kind of emotional withdrawal. He feels 
a sense of damage and loss, both physically and psychically, as 
attendant upon the expression of impulses. His environment has, in 
a sense, backed up his "self absorption that sees everything in 
relation to himself"~ including the reason for his handicap. This is 
pointed up as attendant upon something that he has done, unconsciously, 
for repression and rejection are frequent for Danny. 
Mrs. A. has treated D. with overprotection with strong underlying 
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rejection. She denies, rejects, and is very wishful about his deformity, 
indicating she does not accept it. At the same time that she is dis-
appointed in the child, she brings out that she and Mr. A. are unworthy 
of a perfect child. She thus emphasizes D.'s seeming inferior, via 
his handicap and his behavior, and at these times she is oversolicitous 
and watchful of his activities, and likely to overdo his limitations. 
On one hand she reacts to D. as she does to Mr. A. by being 
controlling and punishing (insisting on neatness); she reacts to D. 
as she has been treated and then, wants compliance, conformance, and 
achievement, at home and with his peers~ 
1 Diagnostie Study 
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She also identifies herself with D., through his handicap, 
and his childishness; that he is helpless, inferior, dependent, 
a child like she feels herself often to be, in her relationships. Too, 
like herself whom she considers bad for hostile feelings, she often 
expects 11bad" from D. Through her identification with him, as handi-
capped, he verifies the inferior and bad child she was made to feel. 
Her gull ty feelings over her confusion and hostility towards D., 
incline her to be overprotective of him. Further underlying the guilt 
and hostility, is some identification of D. with her father. The rage 
she has felt towards be r father, she as soc ia tes with the rage she feels 
towards D. Other factors in feelings towards D. and his handicap, 
include feelings of hostility and envy towards her brother, who was 
favored in her own family. 
Thus, she chooses a damaged little bqy, and treats him as such; 
these are all possibilities for understanding her attitude towards D., 
and the way she treats him. 
In sunmary, Mrs. A., then, wanted a damaged child; this sui ted 
her own self-evaluation, as well as fitting in with other needs 
described here, such as providing her with someone helpless with whom 
she could identif.y and, therefore, give to; also, a damaged child 
suited her own hostile wishes, in a male child. At the same time, 
because of her own background, Mrs. A. drove D. to achieve, and in 
guilt, overprotected him. Thus we see some of the factors in D.'s 
repressive, overprotective and rejecting environment, as well as the way 
these affected his adjustment, forcing him to deny his inferiority, 
his handicap. 
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Case B 
,---
Paul is a bright nine year old boy in the second grade 
at school. He has a five year old sister who is normal. 
Paul has _mild cerebral palsy, since birth. The extent 
of the damage is mainly poor finger coordination in left 
hand and partial paralysis in left arm and leg. His main 
limitation seems mostly to be difficulty in grasping things 
with his left hand and arm. He has little patience with 
others or himself, gets upset mostly when he can't do things 
because of his handicap, and usually will retreat from the 
situation in preference to accepting help. He does poorly 
at school, is aggressive, and tries not to let anybody get 
ahead of him. At other times Paul is fearful, and cries 
easily. Mrs. B. feels very guilty about P. 's handicap, 
and treats him inconsistently; sometimes she pushes him, 
denying his handicap, and at other times over-estimates 
what his limitations are, and overprotects him. She then 
feels that his handicap had left him •stupid", "hard of 
hearing"', which realistically was not so. Mrs • . B. shows 
exaggerated concern over P. and his activities, that he 
might walk too far, etc. She had difficulty in accepting 
his handicap without pushing him towards independency, or 
over-encouraging dependence. Too, Mrs. B. preferred P.•s 
younger sister to him, and sometimes would make unfair 
comparisons. 
There was a certain resentment for P. at the time of his 
birth, and which has been demonstrated since, e.g. by her 
frequently saying that she would like to take the strap to 
him if he were normal. Mrs. B. believes that P. has had 
cerebral palsy from the following two factors: one, . that 
while carrying P.she allowed the doctor to do forced labor 
on her early, as the doctor was going on vacation; or, that 
a fall when she was seven months pregnant was the cause. 
Mrs. B. then blames herself for P. 1 s handicap, without 
medical verification of this. 
Mrs. B. herself is a dependent woman, who has much unexpressed 
hostility, particularly towards her mother. She fears 
expression of these feelings, as she fears separating he:rself 
from her mother. Her mother is described as a dominating 
person who is critical of Mrs~ B., and her father is a quiet 
man who allowed· himself to be dominated. As a child, Mrs. B. 
got too little attention and affection from the family, but 
had to "swallow" her anger and anxiety about this to insure 
what little support was available from her family. She 
indicates some resentment around her marriage and pregnancy, 
saying that her career ended (she had been a singer) when 
she married, and had children, and that all her burdens 
began then. It is also likely that further background 
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I. factors of her attitude towards P. include her resentment 
of her pregnancy, anxiety and anger felt by her as a 
dependent person becoming a mother herself, and the fact 
that her husband was away in service at the time of P. 1s 
birth. She was living with her mother then, from whom she 
desired attention especially at this time, but got none. 
Her mother did not come to the hospital with her when P. 
was born, which disappointed her a good deal. These factors 
produced a good deal of resentment and fear at her situation 
of wife and mother. Further, Mrs. B. had an identification 
problem of her own, as to whether to be controlling with 
men as was her mother. Although this is something she 
resents, unconsciously she is like this; when she feels 
that she is being this way she becomes guilty and afraid, 
and tends to behave in the opposite way. Having a handi-
capped son aggravates the problem for both of them. His 
maleness is alreaqy threatened, and it becomes easier for 
her to overstep or to waver, to unconsciously control him, 
and take him over. Because both the mother's and the child's 
situation is ripe for this, mother then gets guilty, and, 
on the one hand she considers him stupid, won't let him walk 
far, go places by himself, and then pushes him by "over-
working• him with regard to homework and school achievement. 
She fears being like this resented aspect of her mother. 
Too, added burdens of P. 1s handicap, medical care, daily 
exercises, trips to clinics, are further anxiety provoking 
for a dependent person like Mrs. B. Also, her own fears of 
inadequacy from the past are further brought out by having 
a damaged child (from birth). This adds to her own hostility 
and guilt towards him. 
There was some tension in Mrs. B. 1 s marriage having to do 
with P.•s handicap. She felt that Mr.B. did not want to 
acknowledge that P. was handicapped, and so she felt she had 
to handle this herself. 
Case Evaluation 
Since P. 1 s handicap forces him at times to be dependent, passive, 
the writer sees that this makes feminine identification easier, and 
interferes with P!s more masculine and independent drives. Fearful 
ofthis passive aspect of himself, P. has tried to develop compensatory 
•superman" behavior3, both at home and at school. Therefore, help 
(being taught) is threatening for him to accept. This self-evaluation 
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was precarious, and P. sometimes vacillated from being fearful, 
crying easily, to more masculine and independent behavior. 
P.•s conflict was directly played into~ Mrs.B. who felt great 
guilt and self-blame around his handicap. She thus treated him 
inconsistently; at times she would be angry, push him to achievement 
and deny his handicap, and at other times out of guilt she would over-
estimate his limitations, overprotect him, keeping him dependent on 
her, or, she would attempt to control him. These were the times she 
would wonder if his handicap had left him "stupid" or "hard of hearing". 
Mrs.B. demonstrates overprotection of P. with some elements of 
rejection. The overprotection is seen in Mrs. B.'s exaggerated 
concern over his activities; rejection is seen in factors around her 
guilt towards his handicap. On one hand she doubts his manliness, and 
on the other she pushes him too hard towards independence. Further 
instance of rejection is the preference for P. 1s sister, her resent-
ment of him at, and since birth, and her wishing to take the strap to 
him. General marital tensions around his handicap also encourage her 
inconsistency. 
Mrs. B. herself is a rather dependent, somewhat hostile person, 
unconsciously controlling of men. She feels unable to separate herself 
from her own mother, and feels hostile for what she lacked from her 
family in childhood, as well as around the time of her pregnancy, when 
she felt anxious, angry and alone. When P. was born with a defect, she 
felt punished for her "bad" feelings, and hence her great guilt and 
self blame. Not having expressed her feelings about her mother, Mrs. B. 
has not worked through identification problems of choosing and 
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rejecting ways in which she wants or refuses to be like her mother. -~ I 
Mrs. B. is angry at her mother for being dominating, but cannot free 
herself from the mother's domination. Consequently, when she unconscious-
ly behaves this way towards P., she feels guilty, runs from this, and 
pushes him towards achievement, in her guilt keeping him dependent on 
her. Her own dependency needs, and needs to control, play a part in 
her inconsistency towards P. 
In sunmary then, the inner and outer circumstances that led up to 
Mrs. B.'s attitude towards P. were described, and how her attitude and 
way of expressing it fitted in and affected the child's conflicts 
around his handicap. 
In cases three and four, also of this sam category, there is in 
common the child's response to the handicap. Here we find children 
unable to deny their experience of being ill and handicapped, and we 
find an interference with growth, a childishness instead. They capital-
ize on overprotective aspects of the maternal attitude, rather than 
feeling so threatened by it. Their clinging to this is facilitated by 
their illness, as well as more subtly b,y the rejective aspects of the 
maternal attitude. 
Case C 
This is the case of Larry, 4 years old, an only child, who 
came to the clinic for a diagnostic service of the psychological 
elements in his lack of progress. He has had cerebral palsy 
since birth. His speech is retarded, he has limited use of the 
left hand, his left leg and foot buckle a bit to one side, and 
he walks on his toes. He was born with one fist clenched, and 
in babyhood it remained that w~. He attends C.P. clinic for 
physiotherapy. 
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At home Larry is nervous, refuses to feed himself. When 
he wants something he dances around the room in front of 
his mother. He has temper tantrums, is stubborn, cries 
a lot, and makes many demands on mother. Larry doesn't 
like to play with other children, although mother says 
he is active. She says he is also nervous because of 
his difficulty in communicating; he will act as if he is 
going to speak, but he can't. He understands well when 
his mother talks to him, and he fears leaving her. 
Mrs. C. suspected nothing for the first year of Larry's 
life. When he was born his"left foot seemed to be off", 
but the doctor said not to worry. Mother "thought he was 
normal, and that not all babies are perfect•. Mother 
worked when Larry was an infant and so did not take him 
to the doctor frequently. He "did not shape out well as 
a baby!JI, and he was anemic. She thought that maybe he 
had hurt his head during birth, because labor had started 
when she was still in bed at hone, and she had felt his 
head come out then. This was before she could get to a 
doctor. Since she was 32 years old when she had him, at 
that age she figured the bones wouldn't loosen. 
Before Larry's birth, until her eighth month, she worked 
as a waitress. For most of her pregnancy she "never knew 
she was pregnant, as her menstrual periods were irregular 
anyway". She said that her pregnancy was not noticeable 
until the eighth month. During pregnancy, her husband 
was "sick for her", with morning sickness and vomiting. 
He ate a lot, and put on a lot of weight, •as if he were 
pregnant• . During her pregnancy she "felt full" (empty, 
before this), never craved anything, but felt hungry 
immediately after the delivery. 
When Larry was four months old, she went back to work for 
a short while, and her husband cared for Larry. 
During her contact with the agency, Mrs. C. had a mis-
e arriage which was very upsetting to her. She had not 
known she was pregnant . Before marriage to Mr. C. she 
had never particularly thought about becoming a mother; 
'~t didn't particularly interest her•. 
Now, Mrs. C. stays home all the time to care for Larry. 
He is very attentive to mother, follows her around, some-
times. He has a great need for being petted, and mother 
drops everything to do this. When nursery school was 
r ecommended for Larry, mother refused this saying that 
she ·rr knows him so well, that no one else could take care 
of him like she did". She and her husband go out about 
three times a year, and then too, she worries about Larry. 
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She devoted herself to him. She teaches him thing.s 
with caution, and delayed his toilet training. Mother 
feels that Larry is nervous through her, but that she 
is nervous through him, as they both have similar fears. 
When Larry is very demanding mother often feels like 
getting rid of him, and flltaking off for the hills", but 
then talks herself out of it. During interviews with 
worker, it came out that she had withdrawn herself from 
even her husband, and was wholly preoccupied with Larry. 
This child was recommended for placement, as it was felt 
he was too retarded emotionally and physically to advance 
very much within his present home. It took mother a while 
to accept placement, for she just wouldn't trust anybody 
else with him. Later, when she did accept worker's help 
in making application for institutional care of Larr,y, 
she spoke of the tremendous feeling of blame she had about 
.1.. ' s having had a birth inj 1117. 
Analysis of Case C 
Although this case was planned to be seen diagnostically at 
Worcester Youth Guidance Center, the writer thought to use it for 
demonstration here, as a brief but clear cut example of overprotection, 
with strong underlying guilt over rejection. The child's handicap 
played a particularly important role here. 
Larry was referred for evaluation of mental retardat~on and 
disturbance, as indicated by the symptoms his mother described. The 
mental retardation was found to be relatively great, and it was felt 
that the extremity of physical handicap, as well as emotional disturb-
ance from family situation, had produced this. His failure to grow up 
was an infantile type of disturbance. 
Mrs. C. is quite overprotective of this child, and she feels she 
can trust absolutely no one else to meet his needs. Although she 
expresses resentment of his tying her down, she is resigned to dedica-
tion of herself to Larry. Life in the home is centered around 
attempting to meet Larry's needs, and the C.'s have practically no l-
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social. life. One can see then some of the reasons for L. 1 s remaining 
so infantile, as connected to extreme guilt of the mother. 
Mrs.C. appears to have repressed maternal feelings throughout her 
life, as evidenced in her apathy about wanting a child before L. was 
born. "I never particularly thought much about becoming a mother". 
Becoming a mother might have been somewhat of a shock to her, and it is 
likely that she was frightened. Further question of rejection around 
I 
the time of birth would appear with mother's possible denial of pregnanc.y, 1 
hardly realizing that she was pregnant, and then leaving pregnancy 
symptoms as well as the new baby to father while she went to work. 
There are indications of tremendous guilt around L.'s handicap by 
the mother's reluctance to recognize this, and Qy mother's not seeing a 
doctor during the first year of child's life. This last stems not only 
from her guilt, but one can also question hostility to the child, who 
even at that time was obviously malformed. 
In questioning the roots of such overprotection and dedication in 
a mother such as this who also expresses resentment of the child, it is 
likely that much of it involves guilt for underlying rejection, and, that 
too, caring for a child so overprotectively, . keeping him so dependent, 
relates to the narcissistic needs of the mother4. With all of this, the 
influence on the child is unmistakable, and the child fails to grow. 
Case .D 
This is the case of 11 1/2 year old Edith. She has a 15 year 
old sister who is normal. E. has partia1 facial paralysis, and 
a slight limp, which is the remaining extent of the damage from 
4 Deutch, Psychology of Women, Vol.II, p. 17 
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polio~elitis, bulbar type, which occured just after a 
tonsillecto~, when she was four years old. During this 
time, the disease had attacked and paralyzed her throat 
and face. The previous tonsillectonu was done brusquely 
by the doctor, and was a frightening experience for her 
too. Much of E. •s fears around being attacked in the 
throat by men, and fantasies of oral impregnation, are 
related to this T. and A. followed by polio5. 
Although realistically her present paralysis is not too 
noticeable, E. feels very self-conscious about it. Although 
E. remembers some about her polio, and can discuss this with 
her psychiatrist at the clinic, there is predominantly an 
amnesia about events relating to this time. 
She does not have friends, and stays around the house most 
of the tine. She has many fears, and has missed much school 
because of frequent nausea and vomiting when she feels afraid; 
she has pains too, in her right leg and arms, fear of dentists 
and school teachers, and threatens self harm. When E. feels 
pain in her arms and legs, her father will rub them for her. 
More recently E. has confided her fear of hurting her mother. 
The dentist her mother takes her to is a distant relative of 
the family who Ids ses E. when they visit. E. complains about 
the dentist that all he does is ~iss and drill, and kiss and 
drill". E. and her sister fight a lot, and this is initiated 
by both. 
Analysis of Case D 
When Edith was first taken ill with polio, her mother did not 
realize the seriousness of the illness because E. did not cry. She was 
actually unable to, because of the facial paralysis. Upon admittance to 
the hospital, she was on the critical list, and her mother remained with 
E. in her hospital room. Mothe r regarded E.•s having recovered from 
polio, a "gift of God". "God gave the child back to us; we were given 
another chance with Edith~. They felt then that they could not deny E. 
anything, and she was not refused anything that was in the parents power 
to give, they told the clinic. Since E. had polio, Mrs. D. never felt 
5 Psychiatrist's Evaluative Summary 
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the same about the child, and felt that they had to take special care 
of her, which meant to cater and to give in to her. Her feeling now is 
that ~e found her again after polio•. 
Mrs. D. then, is fearful about leaving E. alone, and gives her 
older sister responsibility for her care too. The parents never punish 
her at all, and "just give her love". Her mother cannot be firm with 
E. They are not strict with her and never whip her. They know she 
needs discipline, but mother doesn't know how or when to use it because 
I they don't want to hurt her. Mrs. D. feels that pushing E. to do things 
II i will hurt her, and even telling her about having had polio, and being 
IJ sick would be cruel. E. has tantrums, and gets sick and nauseous 
when she feels afraid, or when she cannot have what she wants. Her 
mother "gives her everything" for fear E. will become ill if not given 
what she wants. Mrs. D. feels that everyboQy in the family is giving 
up their lives for fear of E., and sometimes she thinks this is not 
fair. The family cannot go downtown because E. thinks she is going 
to the dentist. They cannot plan on company for E. bas spells when 
she hates people, except for the family. When E. nags Mrs. D. gets 
angry, feels more like giving in to E. when she does not make demands. 
When Mrs. D. was 31 she married Mr. D. , and when sister Sally 
was born, they felt that since both of them were getting older, they 
were well content with having only one child, and hadn 1t meant to 
have another. Sally though, wanted a sister or brother, and so they 
"had E. to keep s. company, because S. wanted her". 
Mrs. D. was the youngest of seven children. Her mother had 
diabetes when she was about six and died from this when Mrs. D. was 
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seventeen. Her father died when she was 22. She was the "baby of 
the family" and her mother was fondest of the baby. She had the 
responsibility of caring for her sick mother, "'to keep peace". Just 
as Mrs. D. now fears E. will get ill if not given what she wants, 
Mrs. D. had to "keep peace" as a girl too, with her sick mother 
especially, and her sisters. She had experienced so much sickness 
in her own family and when E. was younger, that she is afraid of E. 
getting sick now. 
When E. is nervcus this is upsetting to her as she had to live 
with this as a girl, when her sick mother was also nervous. Her mother 
would suddenly pick up things and throw them at the children, and then, 
after these outbursts would have diabetic semi-comas. Mrs. D. couldn't 
refuse her mother's demands for fear of upsetting her, hurting her. 
Mrs. D. also talks of having no sex information until marriage, 
and so she felt attacked the first night she had sex relations with 
her husband. This fear expressed itself today, when she fears meeting 
the janitor on the stairs in her building and will run to avoid meeting 
him. E. also does this . 
Case Evaluation 
The emphasis in this presentation will be less on the effects of 
the extent of the physical handicap involved, but more on the child's 
and mother's reactions to the illness, as aspects of the child's 
handicap. 
The maternal attitude of overprotection with rejection, influenced 
the child's adjustment to her illness and handic~, so that in this 
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case too, the child was fearful of growing up. The maternal attitude 
here, was based ve~ much on the child's illness and handicap being 
remindful to the mother of her own early family constellation, so 
that she had the child identified with her own sick mother. Case D 
was different in that this child was not handicapped from birth. 
The psychiatrist seeing E. felt that the several effects upon E. 
of her illness, particularly some of her fears and somatic complaints, 
were related to hysteria. E. was in conflict over her sexual wishes 
and fears; her fears around her sexual wishes were related to her 
emotional and psychosexual development at the time of her illness. 
She had sexual wishes then, and fancied that her desires were the 
cause of certain outside events in her life, as is likely for a small 
child to feel. When having the tonsillectomy and then having bulbar 
polio, it meant to her that she was being attacked in the throat by 
men. (the doctors) She also fantasied that, following from this, 
there was an oral impregnation.(tubes were thrust down her throat 
during polio.) These fears were further kept alive by the mother's 
handling of E. The mother pushed E. to the father a good deal, and 
also Mrs. D. herself had these same fears. Mrs. D. feared taking her 
proper place in the household as wife and mother. This was facilitated 
by the father's seducing E. (rubbing her leg) when she asked. Thus, 
we have the usual wishes and fears of the psychosexual development of 
a little girl, complicated by the illness and the family situation. 
The mother's attitude towards E. was that of overprotection with 
some elements of rejection. It is likely that mother did not want E. 
to begin with; she had E. for her sister S. to "keep her company". 
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When E. became ill the mother became quite guilty, felt she was bad, 
punished, and became hostile and conflicted with regard to her feelings 
and the events which had happened to E. She then feared denying, 
limiting or disciplining E. In her anxiety over E.'s illness she 
could not separate limiting the child, and her rejection of her, 
associating both with hurting E. The illness was a punishment for 
early feelings of not wanting E. Thus it was that she could not be 
firm with E. E. sensed this feeling of her mother's and hence would 
incur nausea and illness to control the situation. Actually this made 
things worse for E. because she needed controls, fearing so much of 
her own impulses - as a result of her illness. There was still another 
reason for Mrs. D.'s attitude toward E., in relation to her illness 
and handicap. In the diagnostic summary written ~ the psychiatrist 
on the D case, it was felt that Mrs. D. really felt responsible for 
her own mother's death. The situation between Mrs. D. and E. is 
similar to the one between Mrs. D. and her sick mother. Mrs. D. 
unconsciously thinks she killed her mother. For Mrs.D. it is either 
kill or be killed, and hence, Mrs.D. 1s over-concern about hurting E. 
by disciplining her or being cruel to E. talking of her illness. The 
illness is unbearable to Mrs. D. in terms of guilt towards E.; for her 
initial feelings towards her then, and secondly because of the acute 
situation with her own mother with whom E. is identified. 
We see then, that the child's handicap in particular made ripe 
the perpetuation of a neurotic conflict from an earlier family con-
stellation for the mother, and thus hampered the child's resolving of 
the trauma from illness, and to grow up without so IIlllCh anxiety. 
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These cases demonstrated that some elements of rejection were 
camouflaged by overprotection of the child. This was seen in the 
mother's exaggerated concern over child's activities. The rejection 
was seen in negative attitudes towards the child's birth or infancy, 
her identification of him with someone else, lack of complete 
acceptance of the handicap, and things she saw in him about herself 
which she could not accept. Mothers alternated, and were inconsistent 
in handling, between pushing and protecting, or punishment and 
indulgence. 
Overprotection - Case E 
In case E there is a demonstration of how the child's infirmity 
fitted into the self-doubts of the maternal personality, evoking 
certain immature qualities in mother which together with the child's 
illness operated to retard the child's growth. 
Case E 
This is the case of four year old Pat who has a normal seven 
year old sister. P. is a quadriplegic, a type of palsy which 
she has had from birth. She was premature, weighed 2 1/2 lbs. 
at birth. Although she stands with difficulty, she has been 
able to crawl, and has been able to get around some herself 
as her father has made her a walker. Because of real physical 
limitations, P. has needed a lot of physical care from her 
mother, e.g. P. is unable sometimes to pick up some things 
for herself, feed herself, etc. P. is bright and talks very 
well. The doctor thought she had the capacity to learn to 
walk, but her temper tantrums and behavioral difficulties 
complicated her learning to walk through physiotherap,y. 
At home P. is quite fearful. She cries when new people come 
to the home, when her mother's attention is diverted from her, 
as when her mother is on the telephone. Sometimes P. will 
awaken at night and call for her mother. 
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P.'s fears of people are mostly confined to doctors and 
to some extent these are realistic since she has had some 
difficult experiences with doctors. P. has understood 
going to doctors was something which would help her to 
walk. Her fears of choking also had some realistic basis 
since at one time her throat was strictured as part of 
her disease. Also, P. is frightened of dirt. P. has 
become somewhat less fearful since her mother has been 
helping her to play with other children. Worker's 
observations of P. were that *I do notice her being more 
active and alive when carried; she has asked to be carried. 
For the first few sessions I was impressed with her ease 
and passivity in being carried, and felt that there must 
be rewards in certain ways to the crippling, - at least 
a seeming physical acceptance of the dependency, which is 
part of her crippling11 • 
In interviews too, she experienced anxiety about what her 
mother would like her to do there. She parroted her mother's 
grown-up talk and was quite concerned about dirt. 
Mrs. E. 11did not know" of P. 1s condition for over a year, 
until P. failed to sit up. Various diagnoses were made then, 
that she was mentally deficient, that she wouldn't walk or 
talk, and that she should be institutionalized. The family 
did not accept this. They accounted for her early listless- · 
ness by saying that premature birth was a bad start. Now 
the mother is anxious for P. to grow up normally. She like's 
P. to go to a class for palsied children held at a nearb,y 
center, because in going to a class she seems more like other 
children. In talking about P. 1s problems, the mother points 
out that normal children have problems too. 
At first Mrs. E. was quite overprotective of P., catered to 
her too much. When doctor suggested she had pampered P., she 
was able to change to fir:ner handling of child. The previous 
year P. only wanted her mother around, but now she likes 
having other children with her too. 
Mrs. E. preferred P. to her older sister. P. liked to be 
clean and to be washed, but her older sister was not like this, 
which displeased the mother who said that the older daughter 
grew up in dirt, so different from P. Mrs. E. was stunned 
when P. and her sister had their first fight and the older 
dhild was more of a cry baby. With regard to P. 1s difficulties 
swallowing her food, the mother wondered if P. should have 
lunch alone, earlier than the sister so that sister would not 
be there to see the trouble that P. had ineating. Mrs. E. 
then decided not to separate them because she didn't want P. 
to feel different from her sister. Mrs. E. resented the older 
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sister's lack of skill in sports and adeptness with her 
hands, and also resented her lack of confidence. She 
didn't like the older sister's freedom in going out to 
various activities. Generally then, the mother indicated 
preference for P. She wanted help from the worker with 
her older daughter when she found this child clinging to 
mother for attention. Mrs. E. did not feel that P. got 
too much attention. 
Mrs. E. "lost interest" in clubs and other outside 
activities because P. required so 'much attention. At one 
time she used to jump every time P. wanted something. 
Mrs. E. did express some anxiety and resentment parti-
cularly about all the time she had to spend caring for P. 
so that she was not able to satisfactorily clean her house. 
Mrs. E. spoke of how important it was for her to have a 
clean house. She described how clean she was, and how in 
the past her family had been that way. 
At the clinic the mother felt anxious about the child's 
fondness for worker, and When confronted by this said, 
"I know I'm going to have her with me a long time, and 
she "didn 1 t want to be selfish". In going away with her 
hu~band for weekends, she did not enjoy herself, but was 
worried about the children. 
She has said that she shouldn't have had a second child. 
She had a very difficult time conceiving and all during 
pregnancy with P. Mrs. E. was very ill. Before the older 
daughter was born she had two miscarriages, and was also 
ill with first pregnancy. 
Mrs. E. was the second from oldest of five girls. She 
described her family as being close to each other. Mrs. E. 
was like the oldest of the family because the oldest sister 
was so much older th~n the rest, that she married while the 
other sisters were still quite young. Mrs. E. described 
herself when younger as "a weakling", and that her sisters 
were "rougher and tougher•. She couldn't take as much as 
they, and she was sickly until her marriage. Her mother 
pampered her more than her sisters, she felt. 
Evaluation of Case E 
This case is intended as a demonstration of how through the 
maternal attitude of overprotection, there were many rewards for the 
child in being crippled, so that she did resist, fear and lack 
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motivation for growth of which she was capable. 
Much of P. behavior at home, and in sessions at the clinic, 
indicated a strong, rather fearful need of the mother. Independence 
was more difficult to work out, because of the real physical dependen~. 
The psychiatrist in consultation said, "with P. her natural strivings 
for normalcy have been thwarted. Actually being infantilized P. could 
have gone on for some time quite content, but traumatic experiences, 
in this case, of being seen by doctors had several effects. There was 
a threat of castration; a question of the experience depriving her of 
a way to control and manipulate parents. She did this manipulating 
with the therapist by telling her to pick up things for her. Thus P. 
was omnipotent through her mother and' did not need to be herselfm. 
"At three and four there is an attempt to be independent, but the 
child will often regress and give up certain activities since this is 
a safe and satisfying way to be in certain situations and perhaps it 
is for P. at this point6". Since P. 1 s helplessness was fitting in with 
the mother 1s emotional needs, and the unhappy older child was making 
so many sacrifices, P. did lack strivings for normal~. This child 
had many compensations in her handicap; there was no advantage for P. 
to be little and crippled, as so much sympathy was shown her. The 
familY made it hard for P. to strive for independence. Her hostili~ 
to doctors and to her physiotherapist probably meant too that to her 
they would have interfered with these compensations. 
Mother had emotional needs to be overprotective beyond the require-
ments of the reality situation for this child. 
As for the basis of this mother's need, there were some themes 
= ~6 D~agnostic~valuation 
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on the basis of the material that she gave. The consulting psychiatrist 
said that this case was likely to be another lesser instance of the 
guilt-hostility pattern (which we saw before). This guilt led to 
hostility and to overprotection. The defect and guilt were explained 
by the feeling of 111 am bad, therefore, this has happened to me•. 
There was a fear of showing this to the outside. Facts backing this 
up in this case are the premature histor,r, the defect in the child and 
the family not seeking medical help for over a year. 
The mother's difficulty with both pregnancies, as well as having 
had two miscarriages were a threat to her as an adequate or as a good 
person, as well as were her past illnesses before her marriage. The 
defective child was a verification of this inadequacy and she resented 
this and, to some extent, denied it. Herwishful strivings for 
normalcy protected both P. and herself from full realization of P.•s 
defect, and was an example of masking the underlying fear and resentmnt 
of having a defective child. Some of this too, however, was an attempt 
by the mother at helping the child towards positive growth, of which 
there were many indications here. 
From mother's history of illnesses of her own, and from her 
preference of P. to the older child, it was likely that she was pre-
dominantly strongly identified with P. in being ill and helpless. 
She was able then to give emotionally to P. knowing from her own 
experience what was meaningful to the child, this having been given 
to her. 
The predominant attitude of the mother in this group was more of 
the nature of what Levy7 has defined as "pure overprotection" in that 
7 Lij~, _ Maternal Overprotection, pp.).-'l_1 _lB, _lJ~= 
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the maternal feeling for the child was essentially positive, but the 
care and concern for the child was exaggerated. One of the differences 
between this mother and Levy's study group was that this mother did 
not present a personality picture of stable, aggressive, responsible 
woman as did Levy's mothers. Instead we have an insecure woman, and 
the motivation for overprotection came from her own insecurity to a 
certain extent. This mother was quite over-solic1tous of her child, 
and was likely to be over-controlling or have too little control of 
the child. Preference was shown for the child, rather than sibling. 
Rejection- Cases F, G and H 
It is difficult to arrive at an adequate and yet objective 
definition of what constitutes rejection of the child by his mother. 
Symonds8 says, for example, that evidence of rejection can be seen when 
the mother is either not interested in the child, has no time for him 
and neglects him, compares him unfavorably with siblings, constantly 
nags him, criticizes him in front of others, punishes him physically, 
and is cruel to him, is annoyed at him, withholds affection from him, 
does not speak well of the child, ridicules the child, does not want 
the child at birth, requires hard work of the child, or is suspicious 
of the child's behavior. 
Minna Field9 quotes Margaret Figge as saying t~at 
To reject means a refusal to accept. A rejecting mother is 
one whose behavior towards her child is such that she 
8 Perc. M. Symonds, "A Study of Parental Acceptance and 
Rejection~, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 8:681, October 19)8. 
9 Minna Field, "Maternal Attitudes Found in Twenty-Five Cases 
of children with Primary Behavior Disorder", An:erican Journal of Ortho-
psychiatfl, l~:JOJ, ~p~~l 1940. ~---=-=- ~-=--~ 
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consciously or unconsciously has a desire to be free from 
the child and considers it a burden. Because parents 
differ in their own emotional make-up, the manifestations 
which the parental rejection assumes may vary. There are 
parents who are unable to admit, even to themselves that 
the.y do not love their children. Any behavior on their 
part which might reveal their true feelings is so totally 
unacceptable, that a distortion occ'urs which makes 
rejection difficult to recognize without a thorough going 
study. 
Hamiltonl0 says that there are probably very few mothers who have 
no .feelings at all of love for their children, and that it is natural 
for mothers to have both feelings of love and hate for their children. 
The mother who really rejects her child, however, is continuously 
resent.ful, and as a result continuously punishes herself or her child. 
In our study, there were three cases where the maternal attitude 
was one of rejection according to all the above criteria. In the .first 
of these three cases, it can be demonstrated clearly how this child's 
handicap furnished the basis .for an elaboration into a whole pattern 
of de.fense, within the mother-child relationship, both pre and post 
morbid illness, so that real use was made of the handicap by both 
mother and child with detrimental results for adjustment. 
Case F 
Judy 4 1/2, was referred to the clinic because she had no 
desire to walk. She had developed rheumatoid arthritis a 
year before, and was hospitalized then .for six months . Upon 
her discharge from the hospital, her mother was told to keep 
her in bed. She suf.fered considerable pain, wanted to be 
active and to walk, but her mother insisted otherwise. After 
three weeks, Judy again maintained her legs in the former 
flexed position and refused to straighten them or to walk. 
Just prior to coming to Worcester Youth Guidance Center, J. 
was again hospitalized for this and her legs were straightened 
under anesthesia. Upon re-examination, doctors found no 
10 Hamilton, op.cit, p~276 
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orthopedic pathology for present complete inability to 
walk. In short, J. can walk, but refuses to straighten 
her legs or learn to walk. Doctors advised exercises 
and referred her for help to a child guidance clinic, 
saying that if she didn't walk soon she might never walk 
again. Of course even though she did learn to walk, she 
would walk in a stiff and handicapped fashion. 
Between the time of her int ake interview and being taken 
on for treatment, the mother took J. for private medical 
treatment where she was given cortisone and pain killing 
drugs and began to learn to walk. Mrs. F. then blamed 
inabilit y to walk on J. 1s past hospital experience. Mrs. F. 
also tried to handle J.'s not walking qy threatening her 
with the consequences of not doing so. She also tried 
pampering J. and forcing her to walk. She wanted J. to 
grow up normally and was afraid that she would strike the 
child if J. would not do as she asked. She wanted her to 
grow up normally, as mother wanted J. to be the opposite 
of herself and cannot accept things in J. which she sees 
in herself. 
Mother has said that she wanted to make up to J. for having 
been sick; she said she was dedicated to J. and to do doing 
things for J. ever since she was sick. Mother said that if 
she could only convince herself that this was something 
physical things would be alright. At other times mother 
has said that she wasn't considering J. sick, as J. has the 
idea that she can get things when she is sick. J. has temper 
tantrums, dawdles and is impatient. "J. makes demands like 
an infant; J. is too dependent; J. restrains me; J. is bossy". 
There was much feeling of resentment against J., and tremen-
dous fear came out too when Mrs.F. spoke of J. 1 s growing up, 
outgrowing her clothes '"· 
J.'s general attitude had been better the more she was 
helped physically at home by mother. •rn stress situations 
J. 1s whole mode of defense became elaborated around her 
handicapll ~. At this time there was usually a return of 
symptoms in her legs, particularly such as when mother gave 
birth to a new baby, and when there were difficulties at 
home or at school. Mrs. F. said, "J. freezes up", and the 
psychiatrist said that J.'s immobility of the arthritic 
illness became generalized into a whole mode of behavior. 
The mother felt she needed someone to command, especially 
when she was angry, and admitted to having used J. in this 
way. She was generally a pretty controlling person. 
Mother said J. was "born too soon, before they really wanted 
a child". It was found later that J . was conceived before 
11 Psychiatrist's summary in record. 
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marriage. Mother said J. lacked affection as an infant 
and she and Mr. F. did not feel like putting themselves 
out for J. When J. would wake up early in the morning 
crying, they would put her out on the porch so that she 
couldn 1 t disturb them. When J. was first born the F. 1 s 
were living with the maternal grandparents, and Mrs. F. 1 s 
mother took over a good deal of the care of J. 
Mother didn't like J. 1s getting dirty and said her own 
mother was very meticulous. Mrs. F. was very critical of 
herself; she has had what were thought to be psychotic 
depressions twice. She felt that her hands, legs and 
feet were in the wrong place. 
Mother's mother was very critical of Mrs. F. She felt 
hurt by her own mother, and was impressed with thinking 
that her own mother was a more capable person than she, 
although she was critical, too, of her mother. From all 
that she said about her past family life, it seemed that 
Mrs. F. was rejected herself, and that she had strong 
dependency strivings. Mrs. F. felt there were times when 
she wanted. to "stay put11 ; she was ill herself with "nervous 
exhaustion before her marriage and after J. 1s birth'.'. When 
ill she would repeat, 1111Il\Y mother ••• 11 She wished she could 
stay in bed herself, sometimes. 
Mrs. F.'s marriage was a neurotic one, and she and her 
husband gave each other little security. 
Evaluation of Case F 
Both Mrs. F. and Judy seem involved in a struggle for control. 
11Mrs. F.'s anxieties center around loss of love". She feels she is not 
good enough to be loved; when she is anxious she becomes domineering 
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in an effort not to lose the loved object. She even fears loss of her 1 
own bodily integrity. Another reason for her domineering is that she I 
feels she is worthless, and thinks that Q1 getting things done, by 
being more efficient, people will think she is worthy of lovel2n. 
She must hold on to J. then, keep her immobile so that someone will be 
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there to love her. We see that J. 1 s illness served to keep her 
immobile, and by keeping up J. 1s illness Mrs. F. could keep J. tied 
to her. At the same time she is guilty about J. 1s illness and also 
resents having to serve her sick child since Mrs. F. would like to be 
taken care of herself. J. is frightened into immobility by her 
controlling mother, and her disease makes this response feasible. 
"Presenting symptomatology is seen as issuing from a close, intensely 
ambivalent to rejecting relationship, with a severely demanding, 
domineering, manipulative mother, who places a premium on J. 1 s in-
activity. Since J. has experienced considerable pain in her walking 
from three and one half to four years of age, it is likely that J. 
interpreted this pain as punishment for activity that was prohibited. 
The secondary gains J. has attained by not walking has been by no 
means inconsequential13n. Thus J. uses her illness and perpetuates 
it qy getting attention from her rejecting mother who has difficulty 
giving to J. Through her illness, J. can get the support of her mother, 
when she particularly needs her in stress situations in which mother 
does not sufficiently give to J. Another use J. makes of the immobility '1 
and dependence i~ using this to "get back" at mother for her mother's 
controlling of her; it is a way J. can control mother too. 
Thus we see that in this situation of a rejecting mother, although 
both mother and child would like to be free of J. 1 s illness, J. because 
it means fear, and mother because it means being controlled by J., 
and further responsibilit,y for her, the handicap too, serves a real 
13 Diagnostic Summary 
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need £or them both, impeding good adjustment to it. Mrs.F. has 
said that when she herself feels better, "she doesn't have to know · 
everything J. is doing~ . 
The following two cases where the maternal attitude is too, one 
of rejection, have in common the maternal £eelings towards the child's 
handicap as one of having some elements of relief at being able to 
have a physical base in the child's problems. In contrast to the 
other mothers, particularly the first four, this was not a verification 
of maternal ill-will towards the child, but the handicap was used some 
to isolate the child's problem from themselves. 
Case G 
This is the case of Jane, 5 1/2, who has a brother age two 
who is normal. J.'s left leg and arm are a little shorter 
than the right. J. holds her le£t arm in front o£ her 
chest, hand clenched, with the thumb upright. J.'s handicap 
was discovered three months after birth, and many doctors 
were seen to establish the diagnosis and to treat J. The 
concensus of opinion was brachial palsy, incurred within 
the first year. An EEG has indicated slight non-progressive 
right cortical damage. 
J. plays well, learns pretty easily, and outside of her home 
she has fun. Doctors feel that the child should be treated 
as normal, relatively. Her mother, however, is constantly 
looking £or a doctor who can perform an operation to cure J. 
At home J. is provocative with mother, negativistic, has 
temper tantrums and sleeping di£ficulti es. In school she 
gets along well with the other children. At home J. uses 
what her mother considers an in£irmity, to taunt the mother, 
complaining that she can't do anything because she is a 
cripple. She has learned that this infuriates mother. At 
school J. is not regarded as a "cripple11 • 
J.'s sleeplessness began with the birth o£ Frank, her brother. 
Mrs. G. bad le£t for the hospital in the middle of the night, 
and J. woke up to £1nd the mother gone; when she next saw her 
mother, Mrs. G. had another child. Mrs. G. has gone to the 
doctor about the sleeping problem too. Strong sleeping medicine 
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was prescribed for the child, but this did not help. 
Mrs. G. complained of feeling miserable all during her 
pregnancy with J. In her eighth nnnth of pregnancy, 
Mrs. G. was shaken up some in an auto accident. She 
feared at that time that the child was injured. J. was 
a full term baby but delivery was by instruments. The 
child. was examined at birth for injuries from the accident. 
Until three months later though, nothingwas found. For the 
first three months J . was sickly with vomiting, etc. When 
her handicap was noticed at three months, Mrs. G. underHent 
a depression, took a vacation and J. was left at home with 
the mother's parents, for a few months. They doted on J. and 
gave her everything. When the mother returned home she 
iimllediately started toilet training J., but J. was so fright-
ened by her method that the mother discontinued training at 
this t1me. J. was then six months old. Mrs. G. said that 
she has tried everything to change J. but nothing works. She 
was quite resistant to treatment at the clinic and was constant-
ly searching for a doctor to perform an operation on J. that 
would make her perfect. Parents have taken her 11 to every 
specialist from------to------- 11 since she was three months old 
and have gotten no help. Mrs. G. is preoccupied with J. 1 s 
physical defect and fears J. will have convulsions, which she 
did once. She is also preoccupied with hostile complaining 
about J. 
Until J. was three the G.'s lived with Mrs. G.'s parents. 
Mrs. G. expresses great hostility towards her parents for 
"spoiling J • 11 , for their attention to her and resentment that 
her parents have paid J. 1s medical expenses. 
J. 1 s behavior dif.ficul ties started when J. was three, and 
they left the grandparents home. J. has spoken of preference 
for grandparents . There is constant warfare at home between 
mother and J., and J.'s difficulties are constantly associated 
with grandmother. Mother never hits J. because "when she 1 s 
mad she never knows what she '11 do". She does try to get 
people on her side to show how bad J. is, to "break J.". 
Mother shows obvious preference for younger brother. 
Mr. . G. gets along better with J. than mother does as he is 
more patient. She is more domineering than he. Mr. G. is 
inclined towards various illnesses . 
Mrs. G. was the middle child between two brothers. Her father 
is idealized by her; he is described as a college graduate Who 
held lucrative, responsible jobs. Mrs. G.'s mother was too, 
the dominant figure. She was also diabetic. Both her parents 
demanded strict obedience of the children; and Mrs. G.'s mother 
was cold and rigid . Mrs. G. had no sex instruction prior to 
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marriage at twenty three. She married a man fifteen 
years older than herself. 
Following the birth of Frank too, Mrs. G. suffered a 
depression. She feels she is nervous, andwhen she feels 
especially "nerved up" she eats excessively. Mrs. G. also 
complains of frequent headaches. 
General behavior with regard to Worcester Youth Guidance 
Center was complaining and demanding. 
E-valuation of Case G 
J. 1 s response to, and use of her handicap seems part and parcel 
of her struggle with her mother at home. Her mother fights with her 
on a very immature level for attention of grandparents and father. 
- ---7 
J. meets this by hostile and aggressive acting out behavior. She uses 
what her mother considers an infirmity to taunt her mother. She 
complains that she cant ·t do anything for her mother because she is a 
cripple. She has learned that this infuriates her mother and uses 
this as part of a deeper battle between the two. Using the handicap 
in this way also serves to push away from J. feelings of infirmity and 
self-blame for her handicap by using this in a negativistic battle, 
taunting her mother. 
Mrs. G.ts mother has felt that Mrs. G.'s major problems are 
around dependency longings. In short, she is a hostile-dependent type 
person. It can be seen, therefore, how threatening it was for her to 
have had J. being the object of attention of her parents, particularly 
whose attention she longed for herself. 
Mrs. G.'s conflict around J. 1s handicap seems twofold; on one hand 
she wants J. to be crippled as a telling blow in this sibling r~val~ 
type battle between them. Verbally, too, Mrs. G. attempts to "cripple" 
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or "break" J. in their battles at home. On the other hand, Mrs. G. 
is fearful of her hostility towards J., guilty about this, and having 
a defective child is evidence to her of her "badness". She is 
punished not only in having a defective child, but this defect has also 
entailed special privileges for child and deprivation for mother from 
the grandparents. 
Mrs. G. 1s strains to find a "cure* for J., the doctor who can 
perform the operation alleviating conflicts. In the type of cure she 
seeks, a medical and not a psychological one, we see her defense of 
isolation of the problem away from herself on a medical objective basis 
rather th~ one involving her own feelings. (Mother dropped out of 
treatment at Worcester Youth Guidance Center) 
Here, in a sense, we have the child.'s physical handicap being 
treated partially as a defense and partially stimulating deep aspects 
of the mother's problems, both with regard to the rejection felt by 
t ne mother toward the child. 
With Mrs. G., then, we can see her rejection of J. as well as her 
reasons for this in terms of her own feelings of resentment, among 
others of parental deprivation, and we can see too how J. 1 s being handi-
capped particularly aggravated Mrs. G. 1 s problems. Lastly, we have seen 
the child's use of the handicap in the battle with the mother as an 
instrument of hostility, and of placing and showing up the hurts in the 
mother-child relationship. 
Case H 
This is the case of Ben who was nearly four when he first 
came to the clinic. At that time his mother was pregnant 
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and expecting a baby within a few weeks. His medical 
diagnosis was that of cerebral palsy since birth. His 
limitations were speech difficulties, poor balance in 
walking. 
The cerebral palsy speech clinic felt there was also 
a psychogenic factor in his poor speech, and so B. was 
referred to the clinic. Other problems at home were that 
he was fearful of people, fearful of new places, of water, 
of electric fans, trucks and animals. He had nightmares 
at these times, and when he was afraid he would also put 
his hand in his mouth and drool. Many of his fears were 
precipitated when he was first told of the coming of the 
new baby when he had punched mother in the stomach. He 
also had a fear of falling, but he had had a couple of bad 
falls as a baby. 
At home B. is withdrawn and negativistic, and in fact one 
of the few words he does speak is "no*. However, with 
other children he gives in too readily. In the interview 
situation B. was seen to be infantile and excessively 
controlled at first. 
At about six months of age, Mrs. H. noticed that B. was 
not making any sounds. He did not cry either, and she 
became concerned. She dismissed this concern from her mind, 
and then at the age of one year she noticed again that there 
was little communication from B. She wondered whether this 
was due to the bad falls he had, or not. Although it was 
tried, physical speech therapy did not help sufficiently. 
When B. did not obey mother at home, she couldn't tell 
whether he was stubborn or physically incapable of carrying 
something out, as in the case of his lack of speech. This 
left her unsure as to how to handle him. In the past she 
had tried insisting that he do something. Her other "techniques" 
with him were to act nonchalant about what she wanted him to 
do, but often neither of these "techniques" worked for h9r. 
When B. was finally diagnosed as having a cerebral palsy 
condition, mother said she felt relieved and that hope for B.'s 
changing lay in physical treatment. 
She felt that this diagnosis made him different from other 
children, and that this accounted for the trouble she was 
having with him. Her feeling about the diagnosis was that she 
was glad because she knew what the trouble was. Since having 
cerebral palsy set B. apart from other children, she would set 
herself about to be even closer to him. She expressed a sense 
of relief at having the physical diagnosis. She thought that 
if she were to attribute some of his difficulties to an 
emotional basis, she would then be involved in questioning her 
handling of him. She had always wondered to herself if she were 
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handling him right, and had never been free of tension 
about this. She always had the feeling that she had 
somebody to answer to in her handling of him. 
Mrs. H. had doubts then, that B. 1s inability to talk is 
an "emotional block"' because then she felt she would have 
something to do with it. She wonders if, for the most part, 
he is physically incapable of talking. 
During the first six months of B. 1 s life, the family lived 
with the maternal grandmother who took over B.'s care to a 
large extent. Mother said that B. had "too many mothers". 
After six months the family moved into their own apartment. 
At nine months mother tried to toilet train B., but had to 
give this up. She has trained him now so that she says that 
B. is neat like she is. 
Although another child is expected, mother felt B. had no 
reason to fear this because she would be careful of his feelings 
about this and will prefer B. In her own early childhood situa-
tion, until she was three she was given a great deal of attention 
from her parents, and then a brother came after which she was 
rejected by the parents. Her mother preferred her brother to 
herself and her father didn't pay much attention to her. She 
described herself as docile. Her brother "was everything I 
wasn't". There was much comparison between the two, and Mrs. H. 
resented her brother, but she was not able to express this, but 
described having withdrawn within herself. Her mother was 
described as dominating, and watched everything Mrs. H. did. 
The transferring summary of psychiatrist's work with Mrs. H. 
includes the following excerpt about her : "Only to a small 
degree could Mrs. H. express herself as a sexual woman, whether 
as wife or mother. Such feelings as girls and women have were 
felt by her to be bad and unacceptable, and therefore, must be 
controlled. She had great difficulty expressing any feelings 
in the interview situation". Mrs. H. set up schedules for doing 
her housework; she needed to have everything in its place and 
deviations from this tended to make her anxious . 
Yet, her wish and drive to be a woman was expressed, and during 
her life she had shown an intense interest in women who were 
pregnant, vicariously undergoing pregnancy through others. 
Jus t prior to her marriagesne had the experience of a close 
woman friend of hers go into a psychosis following the birth 
of the baby, and shortly after this Mrs. H. received a numbing 
phone call informing her that her friend had committed suicide. 
When she became pregnant with B. she had choling spells, feelings 
of deadness in her limbs. She was unable to deliver B. and 
carried him much past the due date of delivery so that he was 
born at ten months, by instruments. When the family lived with 
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Mrs. H.'s mother for six months of B.'s early infancy, 
Mrs. H. was at first unable to have any contact with her 
son, but then slowly began to take on the role of mother. 
This was done however, in a mechanical, learned way ad-
hering to directions from doctors, nurses and mother. 
Evaluation of Case H 
It was felt that for the most part it was this mechanical, early 
mother-child relationship, that with the palsy accounted for a good 
deal of B.'s arrested· development. It was also felt that much of 
Mrs. H.'s unexpressed resentment towards her own brother was felt 
towards B., and Mrs. H. was trying desperately to control this so 
that in interviews with her worker this resentment came out only in 
bits and pieces. 
The outstanding aspect of Mrs. H. 1s personality was her early 
rejection, and following this, her fears about her impulses so that 
she was able to function only in a mechanical, controlled way. Just 
as she controlled her rightfulness to being a wife and mother, she 
controlled B., seeing unacceptable impulses in him too. Part of her 
control of him was that of controlling her resentment ~ound her 
identification of him with her own brother. 
With all this control B. himself had many fears of his own 
b,y her. Mrs. H. then unable to give of her own motherly feelings to 
B. to help him grow, nor did she allow him to grow up. Being so 
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conflicted around motherhood and around B. particularly, she reacted t 
to his handicap with relief. Trying so hard to control her conflicting 
feelings about B., she had great fears of what feelings could do, and 
hence welcomed a physical basis for his difficulties. Secondly, this 
gave Mrs. H. further excuse to control B. because as she herself 
stat ed, she must be closer to him because she knew he was 11different111 • 
Thus, the handicap was used for one of Mrs. H. 1s needs which acted to 
further B. 1 s arrested development. 
Again then, we have seen the relation of the mother's background 
to her present personality and attitude, and the way in which this has 
affected the child 1 s adjustment to his handicap. 
In the total group of mothers in this study, the writer has 
noticed that there have been elements of rejection in almost all of 
the cases. In some cases it has been unconscious, due to the identifi-
cation of the child with someone else in the mother's life towards whom 
the real hostility is directed. In other cases the mother has rejected 
the child because of the things she sees in him of herself which she 
cannot accept. In still others, the mother has rejected the sex of 
the child. Rejection was more overt in some cases than in others. 
In three cases of this study particularly, where the mother t s re-
jection was greater, and the children's personality difficulties or 
adjustment to handicap was correspondingly greater, the child's handicap 
was used in a somewhat different way by the mother; having a physically 
damaged child was felt partially as a relief. It was something upon 
which they could pin the child's difficulties with varying degrees or 
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sureness. They could continue to relate themselves to their children 
with less threat of conscious guilt for their felt rejection of the 
child. When these mothers sought help they inclined, at first, in 
their searches for a •cure" for the child towards medicine - a special 
treatment or operation which would make the child normal. 
c. General Discussion 
It appears that when a child is handicapped natural strivings 
for normal~ are thwarted. Among the most important further reasons 
for this is that these children have been infantilized because of the 
handicaps14. For most children from about the age of three or four 
there is an attempt to be independent, but for these children it is 
harder to give up being dependent. This m~ be because of fear of 
growth, because the handicap serves a neurotic need for both mother and 
child, and partly too because of the many compensations which easily 
fall to them through their handicaps , fixating the child on extra 
dependenqy, attention, which might otherwise be more withheld from the 
child. Being helpless to some extent, gives a child a way to control 
and manipulate the parents; parents must perform what the child cannot, 
or perhaps will not do. This was seen in at least five of the cases 
studied here. 
Therefore, a child can be omnipotent through the parent and not 
have to be himself; that is, it is easier or safer to live through the 
parent rather than give up the mother and become more independent. 
14 Psychiatric Evaluation in Case E 
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A child can have a way too, of "getting back" as it were, at the 
parents through his handicap, if there should happen to be a battle 
of controls within the family. He can confuse what he really is able 
or unable to do, confuse the reality of his limitation or the reality 
of trauma from the illness. Needless to say, he hurts and confuses 
himself too, within this kind of parent-child relation. 
In short, there may be various advantages to stay little and 
crippled and a handicapped child must often be helped to strive for 
normalcy. There are sacrifices though, made by the children for the 
advantages of sympathy and dependence; fearfulness, thus, is common 
even among those children who denied the handicap because of real 
feelings of damage and inadequacy, common to all the children studied 
here. 
Stella Ghess15 has said that the emotionally disturbed child, 
whether he is an overt behavior problem or not, is usually still in the 
environment in reaction to which his personality difficulty developed 
initially. More specifically, he is still with his parents and siblings 
whose attitudes and personalities and behavior, have had tremendous 
influence on his personality development from the time of his birth. 
One important aspect of the environment to which Chess was re-
ferring was the maternal attitudes and feelings towards the children. 
A common feeling found in most of the cases studied here on the 
part of the mother was that they were to blame in an unrealistic sense 
15 Stella Chess, "The Decisive Influence of Parental Attitudes", 
The Nervous Child, 5:165, April 1946. 
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for the handicap, that in some way they had cuased this, and each 
mother had her reasons for feeling this. 
Damage to the child was the mother's punishment; she was deserving 
of a damaged child. Feelings such as these just mentioned, lead to 
what might be described as the guilt-hostility-overprotection pattern. 
This figured frequently in the cases to some degree. Guilt arises when 
a mother has a defective child from the underlying feelings of MI am 
bad, therefore, this happened to me". This guilt and anxiety leads to 
hostility and inconsistency, as was demonstrated in the cases, and 
further, to overprotection to some extent , depending on the case. 
This was more specifically described within the case studies. 
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CHAPTER VI 
The purpose of this study was to study the backgrounds of the 
mothers of eight physically handicapped children; to study their 
attitudes towards their children, and to see if their attitudes in-
fluenced the adjustment of the child to his handicap. 
The general questions posed at the beginning of this study were: 
1. What are the predominant attitudes which the mothers 
have towards the children? 
2. What are the personalities, and emotional backgrounds, 
generally, of these mothers? 
3. What was the relationship between the child's adjustment 
to his handicap, and the maternal attitude? 
The scope of the study was limited to the mother-child relation, 
although a variety of factors may have influenced the child's adjustment 
to his handicap, and the mother's attitude to it, factors which were 
beyond the scope of this study. 
Because of the limitations implicit in this method of study, the 
small sample, the lack of control group, paucit,y of information, and the 
collection of dat a from a single agency, it was felt that the results 
of the study should apply only to the cases studied. 
The eight cases on which the study was based were the total 
number referred during the period between January 1949 and October 1953, 
with the exception of cases closed during this period where the source 
of referral was not listed in the intake book; also, with the exception 
of cases which did not meet the criteria for selection for this study. 
The ages of the children ranged from three to twelve; the greatest 
number of children were between the ages of just under four to six. 
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There were four boys and four girls . Six of the children in this 
study were handicapped from birth, five of these with cerebral palsy. 
There were two instances where handicap was incurred later, both at 
the age of four. 
When the maternal attitudes were examined, it was found that 
they fell into three groups. There were three mothers whose predominant 
attitude was one of rejection, four where the predominant attitude was 
one of overprotection with rejection, and one where the predominant 
attitude was one of overprotection with essentially positive feeling 
for the child. 
A study of the personalities of the mothers revealed that all of 
them were anxious, guilty, insecure and fearful persons. Sone mothers 
were found to be more rigid and controlling; others 100re hostile and 
dependent, emotionally disturbed, and others more immature. 
When the emotional backgrounds of these women were considered, 
it was found that in all those instances where there was material on 
the mothers' early life experiences, the mothers felt they had 
emotionally deprived childhoods. This was least so in Case E of the 
overprotective mother. 
A brief examination of the marital adjustments gave evidence that 
in all but one case, the mothers expressed some dissatisfactions with 
their marriages; of these it was felt that five had neurotic marital 
adjustments, and in the other two there was evidence of tension in the 
marital relationship. 
The problems faced by the mothers in the home were at a minimum 
with regard to economic instability, alcoholism, etc. The most important 
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special problem at home, at one time or another, was the interference 
of grandparents with the bringing up of the child in six of these cases. 
In view of the findings on the personalities, emotional back-
grounds and marital adjustments of the mothers, it can be concluded 
that a mother who is not well adjusted herself, who has had a deprived 
childhood emotionally, and who does not have adequate satisfaction in 
her marital relationship, is unable to establish a healthy relationship 
with her handicapped child. She is not able to offer the child the 
emotional security which he needs to help him in his adjustments outside 
of the home. 
In these eight situations the child's handicap played directly 
into the mother's need to use it because of her own feelings about 
herself, the child, etc. The handicap itself touched off underlying 
feelings, latent in these mother-child relationships. 
It was also found that the mother's attitude towards the child 
did influence his adjustment to his handicap, so that it was difficult 
for the child to clearly see his abilities or accept his handicap 
realistically. The child too, in an individual way, it was found, also 
had a need to use his handicap, in relationship with the mother, and 
because of his feelings about himself, related to the maternal attitude. 
The problems which the children presented in relation to their 
handicaps fell into two categories, denial of the handicap, and capital-
ization on it. This usually amounted to the difference between an 
aggressive reaction to it, or becoming infantile and dependent, in 
relation to it, for attendant rewards. 
With the three children whose mothers were primarily rejecting 
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in their attitude toward them, and who offered them little warmth and 
affection, the findings indicate that two of these three children 
found great difficulty in accepting themselves and in growing up. 
They remained infantile, shy, withdrawn and fearful. They used their 
handicaps to get needed attention from their mothers, and also as a 
way of controlling their mothers at times, too. This last statement 
applies too, to the third child in this group who was more fearful and 
non-conforming than infantile. These children do not trust adults, 
since they had learned to expect little from them except restrictions 
or satisfactions of physical needs. 
In the three cases where the attitude was primarily one of 
rejection, the children were then infantile and non-conforming. This 
is in agreement with Symonds1 finding that 
There is a pronounced tendency for rejected children to resent 
authority more than the accepted. 
This is also in accord with Meng•s 2 statement that neglect may 
prolong or shorten the period of dependence, and in this case it would 
prolong it. 
Where the maternal attitude was one of overprotection with 
rejection, it was found that the children did receive more warmth and 
affection than those in the group where the attitude was one o~ rejection 
alone. But the significant finding in this group was that the child 
was not basically accepted for himself. Because of this the child 
was unsure of his abilities and worth, both within and outside the home. 
1 Symonds, op. cit., p.683 
2. Barker, op. cit., p.88 
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The children in Cases A and B reacted by exhibiting aggressive be-
havior in an attempt to deny their handicaps, and gain recognition, 
while children in Cases C and D, also feeling insecure and lacking 
confidence in themselves, were fearful, anxious and withdrawn and 
infantile, according to their proper level; they capitalized on their 
handicaps so as not to grow up. 
It can be concluded then, that handicapped children Who are 
overprotected but basically rejected, sense this re jection in spite 
of the mother's over-solicitude and react to the genuine warmth, and 
affec t ion by being unsure of themselves with regard to their handi-
caps. They continue to seek reassurance that they can be loved for 
themsel ves, despite what they feel is their loss and damage, their 
handicap, either through aggressive, bragging, attention-getting be-
havior, or through anxious, fearful, withdrawn and infantile behavior. 
In the one case of this study where the maternal attitude was 
one of overprotection with positive feelings for the child, Case E, 
the child remained quite infantile. She was not very aggressive, 
but was rather dependent, fearfu~, and immature for the extent of 
her handicap and her chronological age. The mother's anxiety about 
controlling the child contributed to the child's immaturity here, 
lack of independence and l ack of self confidence. In other words, 
this type of maternal attitude encouraged the child 1 s dependency 
on the mother, and did not permit the child to discover her own 
demands for maturity which 
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APPENDIX 
Schedule 
1. Application Date 
2. Referral Source 
The Child 
1. Name 2. Sex 3. Birthdate 
4. Ordinal Position in the Family 
5. Siblings - Name, Age, Sex, Normal 
6. Description of Handicaps, Duration, Problems Presented 
Throughout Illness 
7. Problems at Home (as described by mother) 
8. Duration of Problems at Home 
9. Significant Factors in Development 
10. Relat ionship with Siblings, other Children 
The Mother 
1. Name, Age, Occupation 
2. Describe Economic Status 
3. Describe Marital Status 
4. Attitude Towards Handicap, Care 
5. Attitude Towards Child 
6. Attitude Towards Early Development of Child 
7. Attitude Towards Siblings 
8. Marital Adjustment 
9. Describe any significant problems in Family, Drinking, Gambling, 
Mental Illness, Infidelity, Chronic Illness, Abusiveness, or 
any other such problem in addition to the child's 
10. Describe any significant earlier life experience which may have 
contributed to the poor emotional adjustment of the mother . 
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11. Personality Trait s 
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